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Definition: NEX•US (n~k'sa ) n., pl. nexus or -uses. 1. The bond, link, or tie 
exi ting between member of a group or series; a means 
of connection between things. 2. A connected series or 
group. [Latin, from nectere (past participle nexus), to bind, 
connect.] 
From the American Heritage Dictionary, New College 
Edition. 
Spring Poetry Contest 
The Nexus staff would like to thank all the poets who entered the Spring Poetry 
Contest. Barbara L. Rhoads won first prize in the contest for her poem, "Birds In Flight," 
(page 4). Second place winner was "Time Trip" (page 5), by Dee Golden. "White Tables" 
(page 6), by Roderick Phillips won third place. Honorable mention was awarded to 
"She's Matured" (page 7), by Ujjvala Bagal. 
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Birds in Fligh~ 
Early attempts with razors and pills 
camouflaged the gun 
it was there all the time 
how ironic 
the walls are covered with pictures 
of birds in flight 
Longing to be such a bird 
hampered 
by wings of insecurity 
like a duck 
frozen in a pond 
the pull of a trigger 
the ice split 
she was free 
The prints still hang on her wall 
replicas at the funeral home 
seemed only natural 
her father and her grandfather 
had found the same freedom 
from the grasping ic 
Her children stare 
at the pictures 
Barbara L. Rhoads 
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Time Trip 
kimming on the blue of the '-ky 
I can ee thr ugh your ey · 
d pin a dr am of far-away tim, 
your leepy mind r , ch s from fur and tone cave 
trailing through th mi ty red fir' 
that br 'athes from th morning lak, 
You div int th ool purple lak 
and watch as st. r ade from th, pal• ky 
glimm ring lik a dying fire 
hine in your dark eyes 
as deep and my teriou. as a ca\'e 
ancient in the world and young in time 
You stand like a tatue for a time 
a white tiger walks to the edge of the silent lake 
and follow you to your warm cave 
as the un lightens the blueing sky 
you look into the tiger's eye 
smoldering like a covered fire 
Sitting by the crackling fire 
counting the hours of the un a a time­
piece, your fur clothing a brown a your eye 
the white tiger walks by the lake 
shining like distant star in the sky 
at night when you look out from your cave 
Lying next to the purring shining tiger in the cave 
teicle of glittering tone are reflected by fire 
and pile of oft dark fur helter you from the cold sky 
dropping large white nowflake as tim 
lowly pas . The il nt tiger by th now covered I, k 
can only b een by the red fla h of !anted eyes 
As night fall your dark eye 
shine like tars fr m the cav 
as you look out at the till white lake 
the white tiger like alabaster walks toward your fire 
. the vision becom rippl d, a dream fading with tim 
and you hear her roaf?ng cry a you fly towards the sky 
You remember a dream of sky and flashing eyes 
and a time long ago in a dark cave 




On a hard afternoon 




No visions paw at our windows. 
Outside 
There is nothing. 
Twenty percent for th~ vigilant waitress 
Keeping us safe 
And keeping her mouth shut 
Bringing us love from the kitchen. 
Are we insane 
to splurge on the pastries 
Eating our fortunes in sweet little bites? 
Outside 
There is nothing 
Nowhere to go to. 
Our money tastes good 




~hes matL1 c · 
Whc 1 ne lr o y 
And t...i 
rn 'ffil - Cl ot ·om, nhood 
n r pl« t.' the 1nd 
1 rc1pt m thL 1h.ht'n; 
But at mght, m , 
UjJ ala Bagal 
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Vikings on Main Street, Winter '82 
I haves en them, oming 
thre, boats abreast 
down the" idth of alt-whit M,1in tr t•t. 
l'udd · and tall 
with pi 'r ing blu •st glare 
t1,1i •ht, !wad, thL' · ~ho k onlook •1 
\\ ho top still on tdl walks. 
Th y sail pa t big gr en bus 
to th urpri 'of troll driv 
r a senger pr th ir fo 
in mock distortion 
against teamy ,vindow 
like shopkeeper along the way. 
The ikings have invaded dayton, today. 
The land at courthou e quare 
where shoppers flee 
1nto the ·afety of Elder-Beerman's. 
Running up a tent or two, 
displaying proud name} buckle , earrings, 
word hilt , these men teed their blade 
w hate\ er sun shows; 
their heads bring a wiry fire to winter. 
They mill about rapping big knuckle on rope 
turn , and each other's arred heJd.. 
Their women make t w 
over fire in the drained fountain. 
Thi report arnu e the National Guard 
\Nho ha\ e not yet arri ed. 
1he\ ikings conqu r us with th ir co, rsl' le th r , 
turr leggings and for ign tongue. 
he pohle are help! •s in u h shaduws 
of giants. The e i itors ar cunuu 
by their lack of horns 
which we h,we come toe pect. 
Alarm are now ounding 
throughout tht , rds and alley 
otth city. 
I w only hope the city fathers haH 1 ft 
j.., ab. orption. Inter-bre ding 
1 one\ eryone' mind. 
P. Graf 
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God on Unemployment 
sprawled on a curb 
I mold a coathanger 
into a butterfly 
waving parking-ticket wings 
on the corner 
a couple of leather-skirted 
thighs open for business 
despite that brazen angel 
a cop looks the other way 
more aroused 
by the scream of arson 
interrupted at poker 
a fireman mutters, "aw, hell ..." 
I tum to enjoy 
a rivul t ot rainbow 
oil lick 
thi lucky gutt r 
Steve Crossman 
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Violets for the Martyred Poet 
We arrived at dawn to find you huddled in a heap in the corner. 
Your hair was singed, your tongue furry. 
Your silence made us speechless. 
We reached to help you stand and you fought with white feather hands. 
Your fingerprints had been removed by fire. 
Your shouts didn't answer our questions. 
"They burned my words," you insisted. 
"I had to put out the fire," you explained. 
We came to help, but you couldn't know that. 
We saw you again in a sterile stark room. 
Lavender twilight caressed your windows. 
"We are both doing fine," we assured, 
"But God is it hot!" 
Our words made you wonder. 
And now we sit in bright, warm sun under a burnt blue sky. 
Your eyes are brown, but still clouded in lavender mist. 
We read your poetry. 
The same line over and over and over: 
"My words are burnt and I waltz over the waving flame " 
K. Willardson 
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Two· days is too long for oneanguishing 
Joi n me ·om how to th I teen ye rs, 
Wa. ted on a million a re-; 
Under th wandshaped r,mb. 
Dream me back to a delicate death­
The deviation of flesh 
In the custody ot an airtight fi_ t. 
Hold me with the chain of arnson, 
To the whit wheel )f my \:e. I; 
Put round my ii nt wrist 
The bracelet of untor ettable l onflagration. 
Faith after faith, prejudi l' inhJ prejudi e, 
Determin th~ domin ering <livid 
And bridg it with m · od , th da · that hl\ r 
Intostatur .tc 
tin , mind h r •m mber.1nu·, 
(Jui •t rime to th ' tongu u mv h , rt: th riff 




In densest forest 
lianas fall 
from overcast trees, 
interminable snakes 
dangling surprised. 
They grope for sun and soil 
intertwined, aerial roots 
seeking earth; once seizing, 
multiply. Leaves beseech 
light to feed themselves. 
Populations grapple 
for survival, propagating 
their boa constrictors. 
Populations suckle and reach, 
drop and squirm, 
a spaghetti maze 
wriggling in shade, 
not to mention those Tarzans 
swinging in the vines. 
From this embranglement 
of impossible jungle, 
myriad arms tear free, 
and in unfettered pride 
prize-clutching fists 
offer bouquets to heaven. 
E.W. Northnagle 
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Governance of the Occupied Territories 
Twilight in a r ctangl , two quar , tw Iv pan api C • 
Wind w of Roman in tituti n hold th ky, 
dark grid of back-lit I, t a fram , 
th w rid i known, rec i a nam 
In the grid a di content; 
the wildly-branching, much-twigged tree 
makes a swipe cross-pattern, would be free. 
Unkempt branches reach from pane to pane, 
but the grid holds firm. The tree just grows, 
all the native hinterland full of itself. 
Windows everywhere grab hold, frame, and grid 
the native hinterland full of itself. 
One checks, the next checkmates, 
another picture fuller order makes. 
The tree just grows, limbs bend and sway to entertain, 
quaint and harmless in their native dress. 
All the years of biting back my rage, 
the shamefaced lessons in respect, 
evenings of lonely, bitter toil 
the window bodies and holds up 
like an emblem of some hard-won pride, 
again t the he dle s, free-form tree outside. 
The branch bump with furtive winks against the grid, 
and conjure in the movem nt of ome ritual dance 
abandon of the past, wanderings in field or wood, 
daydreaming away from cares, all escapings 
to the native hinterland full of itself. 
The watcher in their whispers hears 
of roof caved in, glass broken from the frame, -
branches in the room. 
Michael John Holloran 
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Bear the Earth Lover 
We go into wood and b come the animals who e 
skins we wear. I ing for B ar-brother. The red 
and gold fir pattern the tree . I hew one hem­
lock leaf; pas. ion dances me. Bear comes. We 
dance and weave a tale whose woof is rock, whose 
w ave is bone. The newly-woven piece hine with 
oil and flame . 
Hare the hunter come . He kills my lover. 
I use the cold skeins ot hair and kin for rugs and 
warmth . I sew each garment with dormant passion, 
and wa it tor s pring. 
Carolyn S. Kawecka 
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'1Jeja Vu" 
(the spring contracted) 
You sat on the kitchen chair 
And I stood before you by the phone 
(the spring squashed) 
Then I remembered 
That you've sat on the kitchen chair before 
And I've stood before you by the phone 
(the spring became a circle) 
As I've remembered 
Feeling squashed remembering 
You're sitting on the kitchen chair 
And my standing before you by the phone 
(the spring expanded) 
As I'd remembered 
Starting to forget 
And forgetting to forget 
(the spring separated) 




Pen drove the old Buick out of the bus station parking lot and turned south on Saginaw Street. 
Beside him, Benny sat stiff and straight with the brown paper bundle between his feet. The 
buildings, the stores, the streets, the sidewalks, even the streetlights were familiar. 
"I saw things you wouldn't believe," Benny said. But it was over. They were almost home. 
They had grown up here. Benny had grown up fina11y and irrevocably during the last two years 
inside, but the two of them, Pen and Benny, had grown up together on these streets. 
"I didn't expect anybody," Benny said. 
"I saw your mother this morning." Pen kept his eyes on the traffic. 
"She said you would be on the bus. I thought someone ought to ... none of your family 
drive . ..." 
"I appreciate it." 
The sun flashing off the windshield seemed new. The crowded street seemed new. Everything 
else was strange and yet familiar, as if it were a remembered dream. 
The pavement was just as he remembered it-red brick paving stones laid during the Depres­
sion by his Pa and Pen's father and grandfather. He remembered the stories of their depression 
poverty, the strange pride in the old men's voices as they told about working on relief, as if 
poverty was a badge of honor. The Great Depression, they cal1ed it. He thought of his Pa with a 
can of beer at hand and the old, brown pipe of Peerless tobacco. 
"They're okay then . . . my Ma and Pa?" 
"Sure, they're fine." . 
"I was almost afraid to ask, you know?" He pictured Pa, thin and bent and old-too old. The 
Great Depression had never ended for him; the poverty had never ended. He pictured Ma, sitting 
in her rocker behind the lace curtains. He hadn't let himself make those pictures before. But, this 
was the end-the beginning-he hadn't dared think about. It was over and everything would go 
on just as before. "They don't write," he said. "Not that they don't care. You know I'm the apple 
of their eye, eh? The baby. They just never write to anyone, anytime." 
"Yeah," Pen said. 
"Anyway, I appreciate you're meeting me." 
Pen made a left tum onto Ann Arbor Street. They were at the edge of the old neighborhood. The 
narrow coffee shop on the corner was gone. The drugstore beside it was larger with a new glass 
front. Beyond the corner the houses looked exactly the same. 
He remembered starting out for school and seeing the neighborhood men come out of these 
houses with their black lunch pails swinging in their hands. They walked up each street-early 
morning sleepy-to the corner bus stops, where green and yellow buses carried them to the 
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factories each morning and brought them home at night. 
We kends, th y drove their wives to the mark t and mowed th ir lawns and wa hed their cars. 
They sat on front t ps drinking beer and arguing with their wiv 'sand hollering at th ir children. 
They talked about baseball and weather and national politics , nd n w c1r sal s. They wer hop 
rats. 
All his lif Benny had th ught of them as poor shop rats. They would sp nd very futur day 
exa tly , s th y sp nt every pa t d, y, perpetually grim and tirt'd and worn beyond their y ar . 
They li ed live exactly alike, important to no on , not v n thems Ive , and measured by the 
numb r of automobiles they h lp d produce in the factory . Tlu~ measur d th ir own succe s 
according to the mortgage they paid off, and the piec s of turniturc and automobile and 
appliances they bought on credit and paid for, and finally, by how many year they lived after they 
retired. Once the pension began, it wasn't long before they died of a heart attack, cancer, any one 
of a hundred diseases. There wasn't much left of a man too old and weak for the factory. Benny 
looked over at Pen. 
"You didn't recognize me, did you?" he said. 
"Not for a minute. I thought you were too old to grow anymore." 
Benny tried to see through Pen's eyes. Stepping down off the bus, it was a bigger man Pen had 
seen, taller and filled out, broader shoulders, and there would have been omething in the eyes, 
something that reflected the new blue suit and rough leather shoes and the string-tied bundle-all 
that and more. Pen would see that his eyes looked always at a space be ide people, never directly 
at them, but at an emptiness over their shoulders. It was a different face from the one Pen had 
known, different with changes that were impossible in two years. "My face ha changed-the 
shape of it, I mean." 
"Yeah?" Pen looked over at him. "Yeah, you're right." 
"It' the teeth. I had a chance to get them fixed in ide. They were all rotten, you know? I got a 
set of dentures. Dental students do the work. It doesn't co t anything, you know?" Every payment 
wasn't made with money, Benny thought. He remembered looking at a stranger's face in the 
mirror when the teeth were finished. It was a hard face. The jaw was too large, too pronounced. It 
was the face of a man who held himself tightly, a man who would never, ever let himself go, never 
comment without considering th effects beforehand, never laugh until someone else laughed 
fir t. 
"I got two things free from the tate," he aid. "These teeth and a high school diploma. The 
te th ar too big and what good is a diploma from tate prison?" 
"It might be all right." 
"No, it won't!" Benny looked out the car window. The drive-in restaurant was gone. The 
building itself was torn down. Only the posts that held the radios you called your order on were 
left standing up bare like metal fence posts in four rows acros an empty lot. Weeds grew up 
through cracks in the concrete. 
He thought of the way it had been. He liked to back hi car into an empty space and call for a cup 
of coffee. He liked to watch the carhop swing her hips acros the drive bringing his order. He liked 
to kid around with the women and watch people cruise their car around and around the drive, 
and meet people he knew and people he didn't know, and lay back on summer nights feeling the 
flow of the world around him. It had the same rhythm as some of the poetry he had studied in the 
prison classroom. But it was gone now. The weeds pushed up through the concrete and the 
concrete broke and crumbled. 
"It won't be all right," he said. "I have seen things you wouldn't believe." For the first time he 
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realized that he would never be able to describe it. Already it wa fading to a bad dream. He 
couldn't bring himself to give it new reality by talking about it. "Anyway," he aid. "I learned 
something." 
"And let me tell you, Pen, I don't learn easy. I'm kind of a hard-as - d guy, but let me tell you 
this-if I wa walking down the str et and I aw a dollar, hell, if I saw a dime-a GOD DAMNED 
PENNY, laying in th middle of that sidewalk, I would ju t k ep on walking. I would NOT pick it 
up. I would just ke p right on walking and leave it right there because that penny doe not belong 
to me and I AM NOT EVER GOING BACK THERE AGAIN." 
Pen turned the car onto Paddington Street. Benny looked at th old neighborhood. It wa 
exactly the same. 
"So, I guess that's three things I got from the state-a set of teeth, a high school diploma, and a 
lesson I'll never forget." 
"Well, you're out now." 
Yes, he was out now. Everything was the same, the same neighborhood, the same houses, the 
same shop rats. All his life they had been an example-how not to live your life-but that was 
before, before he had had any other way of life to compare with. Better a shop rat all your life, than 
another two years like the last. There were a thousand better ways to live your life, but every one 
of them was risky. 
There were no easy roads from a prison high school to a university classroom, from an assembly 
line to an office, from a green and yellow bus to a red sports car. An ex-con was vulnerable. He 
couldn't afford unemployment. He not only had to support himself, but he needed a visible, 
respectable job to show the police, the judges, the prosecuting attorneys, the parole officers. He 
had to look clean every minute. 
Compared to the place inside, the factory wasn't so bad. Maybe he could beat it. Some men 
hired in on the assembly line and made promotions to foremen, general foremen, even plant 
superintendents. Probably every man who worked in the factories had these same thoughts. 
Maybe ... maybe not. Anyway, it wouldn't be half-bad to own a house like one of these, sit on 
your own front porch and sip a beer in the evening, marry a decent girl, raise a family. There were 
a hell of a lot worse.... 
Pen pulled the car up to the curb in front of Benny's house. "Give me a call when you get 
settled, huh?" 
Benny looked up at the house. The curtain moved. How many times had he seen that same 
movement? How many times had his mother pulled the edge of the curtain back to see him better 
coming up the walk? 
"Thanks," he said to Pen. "Thanks a lot." He got out of the car and, with the paper bundle 
under one arm, started up the walk. 
Lon Dodge 
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Never Use A Stainless Steel Spoon 
You really ought to go out into the backyard. The monarch butterflies 
are giving rides through the sky. And it's practically free . 
All you have to give them is three drops of honey. 
But make sure it' s on a silver spoon. Because stainless steel 
just makes them furious. 
And who knows that they might not just fling you off into the clouds 
with but a flip of brightly colored wings. 
Which is kind of nice at first, except you very quickly find that 




on uburn pri-!=;on 
J-i1<; Of p •r gre 'ning 
I w0uld lean out th" car window 
to the green guy 
guarding all that stone 
to oldit'r guarding bad men 
ow that I am grown 
visiting mv •mbezzling man 
in prison 
I wi h l could hear my Father again 
Se him? ee copper John? 
like pa· ing a familiar apple orchard 
to drive by copper John 




she shuffle through 
the 8th Avenue summer's 
evening crowd 




then at the 42nd Street corner 
she stops 
and like that weighted water bird 




leans into the trash can 
picking over 
pecking out the best 
to stuff into 
her bulging 
Lord & Taylor shopping 
bag 
She,yl L. Nelms 
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What Was Once Hers 
What was once hers is no longer mine 
it changed form between the poles, 
a speck of cinnamon dust dancing with 
the exploding moon-
I hold her away from the craggy rocks 
where he wa betrayed once 
left stranded and bloodied-
I have unearthed a ecret 
trade in the currency of bodies 
and I have stenciled sheets 
for the pleasure of the pedant, 
have gathered fuses in troublesome gravel pits 
tying the ends together in unbelievable equations, 
have tallied arrogant chips for irrelevant 
gamblers eaten up with onanistic rapture, 
have whistled a tuneful jungle coo 
while promenading about 
in the velvet depths 
placing mucilage on the pedestal 
then tossing the boomerang-
I had no witness-
I have no witness, no dexterous motion 
equivalent to your 
eavesdropping countenance, · 
I remember your sea, your waves, 
the sea hawks fencing with diamonds 
plucked from our parking lots, 
I remember the howling 
that woke me from a somnifacient fall-
And there she was 
seaweed stuck to her greening hair 
razor moccasins decorating her treacherous feet 
and radite eyes, . 
wind was promised but the 
breezes never came, 
desire never revealed her, 
and I shivered at the sight of her 
etched her features in detail 
in my tormented synapses 
and had a premonition 
of Medusa before the snakes came. 
Todd A. Fry 
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Sunday Service 
The cars whiz by along a highway 
A tiny congregation 
Of seekers after The Truth 
Seeps into an unheated building 
Aunt Lottie flexes her fingers 
Preparing to play the opening music 
On the upright piano 
The Sisters adjust their hat pins 
And pull their skirts 
Out of their crotches 
While the Brothers 
Make sure they can find Genesis 
In case they 
Are called upon to Read 
The air penetrating 
Through the cracks in the windows 
And under the doors 
Makes the spring day 
Feel like February 
A cane clatters into the aisle 
Babies !'qua wk in a back room 
Uncle Herbert reads the financial report 
Daddy preaches The Word 
Concerning the Messiah 
In the absurd setting 
Of a Masonic hall 
To a collection of relatives 
And working-class neighbors 
Against a backdrop of cars whizzing by 




Go, embroiled in th raucou world's heady epi ode">, 
wi h, plan, share the cosmopolitan charade. 
Read the Time , watch the news, believe the maundering media. 
Chatter and profess, gesture, dress, don your persona, 
the costume of random passions and phases. 
Leap through life's stages like circu hoops: 
a textbook aid you are a trained biped. 
Pose and emote, pale performing star 
upon your short, footlit platform. 
Invoke and annhilate life's color and verve, 
intoxicated narcissus. Dance to the world's 
toneless brainwork a ballet macabre. 
Be subject to ephemeral minutae, to the vengeful 
and perver e bookkeeping of small minds. 
Swim in the unceasing verity of change, change 
and samene . Fooled by the false virtue of selfish care, 
engage in hopeful relationships with unapologetic 
strangers, tussle with stuffed mannikins, 
wage imaginary wars, celebrate, authenticate yourself, 
read up on all the philosophers and swoon and sway, 
salute the fashions of psychology, wear them. 
Rehearse each scene until leep hits like a drug, 
your mind droning like a ma chin . 
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Wait. Ri e from rump! d bedclothes, face 
the window. View what awaits you. Out there, 
the first glint of sun flashes slowly to a peach pink blur, 
great and luminous behind the still silhouette of earth, 
lightly drenching landscapes in nameless hues. 
View the wet and ponderous land panorama 
through which human lives move, anonymous epics 
created by millions, making decisions, acting out 
unwritten stories across the calm face of time, 
leaving wandering trails, drifting histories, 
forming larger stories and sagas, each moment 
a phrase in countless volumes. We are inhabitants 
of human form, peculiar, graceful, free. Interweave 
tales around you, make memories for those who have touched 
your world. Wait. While the fragile world explodes 
into fragments of scene and artifice, vanishing, 
fall into the beautiful moment. The white sun 
enters the earth, one shimmering incarnation, 
one absolute and specific entity, and in the flash 
of a fathomless instant, you are held. The voice 
is as music who speaks now to you a word in strange splendor, 
evoking intuitive memories, hidden between here and why. 
An ancient book says you are God's image. 
Engulfed in the glimpse of an alternative universe, 
turn, walk away. The epic of who you are bursts 
like an orchestral chord upon the drowsy cerebrum 
of culture, and the universe surrounds you in order 
and love, having awaited in ages untold your arrival. 
D. Michael Sullivan 
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Purdah 
The Moori h city 
e isted behind the veil, 
the houses facing 
away from the treet 
toward the courtyards 
that signified privacy, 
emitting their inhabitant singly, 
cloaked in secrecy and aloofness, 
as if they too had been infe ted 
by the turning away from the world 
manifested by the buildings. 
Eyes averted eyes, 
casting about 
for ome point of attachment 
in a city where links 
had to be solidified 
through kinship or Brotherhood, 
never acquaintance hip 
or ephemeral friendship. 
The veil cast it lf over the city, 
leaving only the gap for the yes, 
the courtyards where p ople 
could meet fr ely, 
the breathing space 
in a Moorish city 





death's swaddling clothes. 
Isn't it pretty? 
Must have cost a bundle. 
Even though it's not polite 
I eye pry sheer-ruffled shrouds 
of the family room. 
I hear the sobs, 
want to see tears 
and count my blessings. 
The open lid beckons me 
to face death's body. 
I never saw 
a dead body before. 
I pay last respects, 
sate curiosity. 
II 
Relatives di once, 
funerals live forever. 
The family waits in coffin silence. 
I sing commercials to my shoes, 
pick lint in my pocket. 
It's not that I don't care; 






























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































move past the black line. 
They rise as an indifferent salt. 
Their skins breathe the winter vapours.. 
Honey and salt are the same. 
The bear watches them from above. 
Three starving cubs 
play with an antelope. 
Crocodiles clean their teeth 




and they are gone 





a golden <;hain about my neck 
emerald barrette in my hair 
Treble clef on a page of music 
rhythrned as waves of water 
as hard to draw as to learn to tell time 
I trace a treble clef in the summer stars 
Shapes everywhere 
a peach the quarter moon 
boulders brioche china bell 
but for me the shape of glory 
is the treble clef 
intricately simple 
simply intricate 
tracery of traceries 
eternal elegance of the treble clef 
Emilie Glen 
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Manin a Raft 
The gaily dr •ssed woman, fashionable in her de ign •r jL•,rns and blou'iL', walk' into the 
bathro m of h r home. he .uried .i I ,ming pail, full of n, me-brnnd I 'aning .ind polishing 
chemi al . h' stopped insid' the doorwa , plilced the buLkl t down, ,,nd look •d <1round. Her 
ye t ok it ,111 in sin" 1 - from the Bill Blilss dC'sigm•r tow 'Is to th Furstcnburg toiktt . h 
I k din di <lain at, large bla k spot on th off-whit' u ci tow 1a · he pulled it off th, ra k and 
plopp d it in th wa tecan. 
She bent ov r th pail and I ct d a bottle of Flowery-Flush. After op ning it, . h hung the 
dispen er on the toilette rim and flushed. The woman then pulled a rag (actually an old scrap of 
Vanderbilt jeans) and cleaning bottle from the same pail and tarted work on the tiles. 
During this time, the toilette had been refilling itself with a cacaphonous gurgle. When it finally 
died down, a ound-almost like the buZLing of a bee--could be heard in the small room. The 
woman ignored it for awhile. But the sound began to get on her nerves, and after determming that 
it was coming from the toilette, she walked over to it and lifted th lid. The ight he aw cau ed 
her to blink her eye in di belief. 
There was a tiny raft floating in the toilette bowl! A little man, barely over three inches tall, was 
tanding on it-dre sed of all things in a sailor's uniform. Hi hands were cupped around hi 
mouth and he wa shouting, "Lady! Hey lady!" He topped when he saw her and said, "Oh, there 
you are! I was beginning to think you hadn't heard me." 
"Who are you and what are you doing in my toilet?" she asked, indignation in her voice. 
He placed his hands on his hips and miled at this. "You don't know who I am?" 
" o, I don't. Well, you do look a little like my uncle Herb rt." 
" o, I'm not your uncle Herbert. I'm the Flowery-Fre h genie," he replied. 
Her mouth flew open. "You're who?" 
"A genie," he aid again, used to thi ort of thing. "They used me in commercial for awhile. 
But they wanted a younger image, so they hired this kid that used to do mayonnaise commercial . 
When I got in a rather heated argument with them, they had someone tuff me in a bottle, fill it, 
and hip me out. Now I'm here." 
"I don't beli ve thi -I really don't. Do you work f r one of tho e hidden camera how or 
omething?" . 
" o, no, I'm r ally a genie. I want to thank you for 1 tting m out of that bottle. I want to giv 
you three wishe in return." 
The woman stood silent for a moment, considering. Then she laughed and said, "you want to 
give me three wishes, huh?" 
The little man put his hands in his pockets and answ red, "Yes, I do. Anything you want." 
"Bullshit," she yelled and pulled the flush handle. She thumped the seat down again as she 
heard a tiny voice yell twice, then disappear in a gurgle. She stared at the do ed lid for a time, then 
opened it again. The bowl wa free of raft and man. 
Straightening up, he ran h r hand in her pocket and pulled out a little tin container. Holding it 
up to her nose, she opened it and inhaled deeply of its contents before replacing it in her jeans. 




goes a little wild 
when he celebrates 
carouses a ll night 
then whinnies a bit 
takes a horse pill 
what he rea~y wants 
is a hardworkin' woman who'll 
have hordes of babie without 
complain in' about bein' barefoot 
she'll help him work 
that worthless spread 
make it something special 
faithful forever 
she'll always know 
he's a horse 
of a prince 
a real buckeroo 
Nita Bourbon 
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Billy the Psychedelic Wino 
I aw Billy a lot in 
1968 on St. Mark 
when you could get free acid on 
the comer of 2nd Avenue 
hi arm wa in a cast 
h had a cane 
a bottle of wine 
and a derby hat 
cha ing a woman 
with Leo on the 
seat of her pants 
and Re olution for the Hell of It 
in her hand 
down St. Marks. 
In '74 I saw him again 
on Broadway tripped on acid 
with a flower in his a s chasing 
a woman in a mink coat 
who wa pa sing out leaflet 
for Rev. Sun Myung Moon. 
This '82 I found him in Chicago 
lying next to Sam's Cut Rate Liquors 
blowing wreaths from an imaginary cigar. 




Heroes leave their homes in sharp grey suit 
T board 
th magic train 
To fight 
th mythic battle 
Momin s 
wa hed with hopeful talk. 
Their jackets shed by noon 
So neat 
well-lined 












In a swirl of mental ticker-tape 
Like 
Leaves from a curious tree 
That 
happines can really grow on. 
They whirl in thoughtless ecstasy 
These 




. Unnatural caresses 
of The Journal 
In magic trains 





Saint Francis in Ecstasy by Giovanni Bellini 
He tand upon the sculptured rocks, 
With hand outstretched, clad in a simple robe, 
Beneath the twisting, luminous clouds 
With dark eiled eyes of mortal yearning 
Tran fixed upon the heaven's spectral light, 
He contemplate the birtn of distant stars, 
He watches the rismg and setting of the sun, 
And listens to the solemn voice of wind and sea, 
Sees death's eternal riddle mirrored in 
The visage of a fly; Beside him grows 
A sinuous tree, bent by a silent breeze, 
A little farther tand an indolent mule, 
In the middle distance graze a flock of sheep, 
And all around sprout little weeds, 
And in the far distance, receding in 
Minutest scale wind the slumbrou hills, 
Peaked by diminuitive spheroid trees, there 
A golden ca tie Jeeps in the lost horizon, 
And there a vani hed dream lies frozen ... 
David Zeldis 
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Annals of Unconscience 
i read the annals of unconscience 
the mottled green cover with moss-coloured bin ding 
contains mottled archetypes of white angels crying. 
red devils open doors of temptation 
each yells into an insensitive ear 
through years of yelling 
the fighting figures have greyed 
and are grown with brown moss 
they are cracked 
i drop the book 
Carolyn S. Kawecka 
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Frost Country 
standing on this plank bridg 
I look to 
the brook below 
where goldenrod, blue asters, and orange jev elw ed 
bend down 
to the babble 
while out in the water 
a hunk of grey granite 
whirlpools 
the flow 
and back in the woods 
moss furrs the forest floor 




and above in the blue 
fresh biscuit clouds 
float by 
pushed by that 
Vermont zephyr 
that catches me in 
its crystal configurations 
as I fathom 
frost 
Sheryl L. Nelms 
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The Paddy-Wagon Tales 
Well, we're all on our way to jail. They'll probably let me off with a warning; I'm under age. I'm 
sure the ladies won't have to pay more than a small fine. Some judge will lecture to them about the 
sinfulness of their ways, and the Madam will talk her way out of any serious charges, if the judge 
is a man. She isn't disconcerted, squeezed between two girls she feeds and clothes for a pittance of 
their earnings. To the girls she makes for the best kind of husband: she's too old to fool around on 
them, and lets them have lovers. But the Madam is kind and just and has a colorful personality. 
She bought me a new bristle broom so I wouldn't have any problems sweeping the comers of the 
boudoirs for stray pubic hair. 
She looks too old to turn a profit from her girls, but she keeps them on their toes-or fannies, as 
the case may be. She stands pat on the prices she quotes to customers. Her smoothed square chin 
juts forward when her price is firm and the seamed leather that stretches to the hollow of her 
wrinkled throat barely tremors at all. Determined passion weathers her face and her grey eyes, 
sunk into meaty rouged cheeks, sparkle confidence and the redness of care expended. No one can 
quibble over her prices once they've been set. 
Her flabby arms, tightly pressed against her silky sides, jiggle as the paddy wagon hits pot 
holes. She sits not disheartened, devoted, rolling abruptly with the bumps. She's had a hard life. 
The business has few rewards, except in the late years of careers. She got a place heading a 
respectable household-respectable leastwise by her clients-and she's happy with her control. 
The girl on the Madam's right is just a little older than me, but she still treats me like a pup. I bet 
she's set free at the station. She'll lie about her age; say she's 23. She could pass for it, I guess. The 
cops wouldn't see past her prettiness to guess her real ag~. I guess she's got the looks to get away 
with being bossy and stingy and conceited, too. She's got blond hair and bright blue-grey eyes. 
Her face is fresh and clear and white and smooth. Her waist is slender and small, but she's got all 
the curves of a grown-up. But prettiness doesn't give her the right to be so stingy. I asked her once 
if I could use her zit medicine. She said positively not. So I snuck up to her dressing room when 
she was at work and went through her dresser drawers. I found the medicine all crowded among 
bottles of pancake make-up and peroxide, and emptied half a tube of it into a rubber I found 
sticking in the corner of her dresser mirror. A guy's got to prevent zits if he doesn't want craters in 
his face when he grows up. 
Clair is sitting across from the Madam. Her thick ass is kneaded by the wagon bench and it 
spreads as she crosses a heavy leg. Her lips are smeared red and full and muscled. She tries to be 
like a mother to me, always hugging and smothering me between her huge, milky tits. I guess I get 
a little embarrassed by her. I scurry off to the cleaning closet or somewhere so none of the others 
can make fun of me. But Clair says she has the same effect on others as she thinks she has on me. 
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She's been busted twice before and both times the precinct men let her go before she was sup­
posed to go before the judge. She says she never stops growing in her practice of escaping true 
penitance. 
Judy, itting on the Madam's left, is renowned street-wide for her discretion . I've list ned at her 
door, pret ndin to be polishing the door knob. I never heard a word from h r when she wa on 
duty that wa n't absolutely necessary. If the John doesn't ask her name, she never gives it. She's 
the mo t profes ional woman of the hou e, which makes her price the highest of the house. She 
maintained her dignity today in the face of the grinning, dub-swinging salvationists-a perpetual 
martyr to her profession. But I guess that all comes with practice. Like, I'm so practiced at 
emptying that full tin pan she keeps under her bed after each of her Johns that I hardly get any of 
her vomit on my hands at all. I guess I'm as much of an expert at what I do as she is doing what 
she does. 
A man shares the bench with me and Clair. He sits on the end. He hadn't had the chance to 
unbutton his perma-press shirt. His tie is loose about his neck, knotted casually, contrasting the 
frustration in his face. He ministers over a faithful flock at Faith Valley Baptist Chapel on Second 
Street. I guess we all have to pay for our sinful hearts in the end. 
The good Madam nudged with either elbow. · 
''C'mon girls! Buck up. I can't speak for the diligent, unsated Minister," she said secretively, 
silently of the shrinking Minister, "but I've been down this road before without shame. The Dicks 
were hardheaded, but polite and friendly." 
"They're bastards," bellowed my stingy little blond. "They're on a crusade to enforce our 
morality, but only when they're bored shitless sitting around telling dirty jokes down at that 
tinhouse station of theirs. And dragging in these poor suckers who've got no more control over 
their dicks than they do their fates. Bastards," she repeated. 
Sunlight streams through the steel net screen and scorns the guilty eyes of the Minister. He 
pretends not to hear, but the Madam's booming voice grabs at his hot ears. 
"She don't mean no offense, Minister. That's already been committed." 
"Not by me, Madam. It was God's intervention that kept me from sin today. I'm a man of God." 
"Nonsense, Minister,'' the Madam chastised. "You're not a man of God. You're a man of flesh 
and blood, and we're the purveyors of flesh and the pump of blood. You've just had the luck never 
to have been caught before." 
"Yes, but I shall be redeemed for my sins-you shall be re-damned." 
" lt's not my business to ease your conscience, Minister-just your loins. I love my work. I love 
my men. Once I had an Italian lover who had no guile or guilt. He had broad shoulders and a slim 
waist. I was a bit more comely, then. I think the madam at the house was a bit jealous of me. I 
always seemed to get the choice men. Anyway, I was covering the front desk the drizzly day I met 
my Italian lover. Business was slow, just as it was today, just after lunch hour." 
"This isn't going to be lurid and depraved, is it?" interruped Clair, leaning forward. 
"Love is never depraved, you rascal. Now, we had a skeleton crew. The Italian didn't have 
much other choice. I remember he shook the water off his coat and gave me a Venus smile. He 
kept smiling when I asked if he had a preference. He didn't speak much English. He just stood 
there smiling, just a lovely, handsome smile, open and sweet. I decided to be his preference. His 
name was Georgio, I found out. He was tender. He was true. I think he would have done anything 
for me. We went upstairs. He stayed for hours; I stayed for him. He showed me his honor and 
devotion. No one was downstairs covering the desk. I didn't care. It was Georgie's will that I 
didn' t care about anything but him. 
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"We heard some hollow noises downstairs and I knew right away it wasn't the night shift 
coming on. Georgio let me get out of bed. I slipped on my robe and opened the blinds. I saw two 
cruisers and the paddy wagon. I didn't want Georgio to get caught. He was just being a man. But 
he wouldn't leave my side even after I showed him the trouble just under our window. He was a 
sweet, passionate man. We heard the bunko squad clomping up the stairs, and Georgio grabbed 
me around the waist when they pounded at the door. He went with me, hustled off by the cops, 
holding my hand and whispering something in my ear." 
"Christ! You're blaming this on me, aren't you?" defended the blonde. "We were busy today. I 
had to leave the desk." 
"No. I'm not blaming this on you. I'm not blaming anything on anyone." 
"Well, it sounds like you are. That story of yours reminds me of a cop show I watched once. A 
bunko man posed as a mute and made the rounds on all the girls at this house and then called in 
the squad and busted everybody. Didn't matter to the judge that the girls were all entrapped. 
What a stupid show. I wonder if anything like that could happen in real life." 
"What about me?" the Minister asked. "I shouldn't be here. I mean, I'm like Carter who had lust 
in his heart. No one arrested him." 
"They did worse," the Madam said. "They took his popularity." 
"Men of God don't have to be popular. At Wentworth Bible College in Missouri I studied under 
the Reverend Willmire, a decidedly unpopular man who nonetheless got his idea across. I sat 
humbly in his congregation as he preached at the Wentworth Baptist Church, a project of the 
college. The Reverend was strangely attractive. He was tall and lank; his face was gaunt and 
tanned, always shaven and shiny. His bony, gnarled fingers, melded at times with the scrolled 
ledge of the glossed mahogany pulpit, breathed sinuously, sensuously. His wiry black hair, 
interspersed with gray that unravelled and nestled about his thin ears, stood raptly as his head 
nodded in search of inspiration. His voice was controlled and monotonous, yet punctuated with 
remonstrative portent daring inattention. His voice impressed with the mysteries of his calling. 
"His most fanatical pursuit, the plump women of his congregation agreed, was advising against 
gluttony. Gluttony was his peeve, his thorn. He preached on the sacredness of the human body as 
God's temple, and often insinuated that he didn't like to see a bunch of cow-like sinners in his 
church and in his choir. He smiled at the slender, gazelle-like women in the congregation, and 
turned a scowl on the jealous, overweight women. 
"He conducted workshops at the Church and mailed flyers to chosen women warning that 
gluttony wea~ened the will to stay on the righteous, arduous path towards God's salvation. 'Only 
the weak-willed will be absent from this workshop on dieting for the Diety'." Of course, all the big 
ladies wanted recognition from the Reverend, a recognition not purchasable with their tithes. The 
Reverend was not an avaricious man. Besides, gluttony is a repulsively visible sin. 
"In these workshops Reverend Willmire worked his recruits like Richard Simmons works his 
various and sundry fatties on television. He often used the threat that the workshop students 
wouldn't get into heaven if they couldn't squeeze through the Pearly Gates of St. Peter. Over­
weight women he never excused on any account for their passions. Men he expected to have little 
control over their God instilled drives to procreate, covet and consume heartily. Once a porcine, 
pink bundle tightly packed in a green blouse sought his counsel about her sexual frustrations. It's 
rumored she moved to Oklahoma after Willmire practically pointed her out in the Sunday services 
with his steely, face-whitening condemnation of fat, lusty women with muddied morals. But he 
rewarded women who showed their stamina for starvation and exercise. He lustily praised them. 
He linked necklaces, gold-plated crosses dangling, around their slender necks and watched over 
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tlieir should<>r '1!-> tht: rnsscs disappl'Mt•d b •tween their smoothed, rounded brea . ts. 
"He was not aw '11-likl•d man, but he wc1s a man of God and action. I I~ an be forgiven his strict 
p r. onality. I le t, ught m' n•ligious ,1s well as sOdill etiquette. This year I attended hi Annual 
Postgraduatl' ours Pntitled Pdigion in ( ur D •pr,wcd oci ty. I wa nlight ncd to all the 
hum,rn act ,vhich c1n• now nq~ott,1blc in , d's 'Yl'S for t' oncration. I b Ii vc worn n must b 
a~w, rd d for thl ir detnminatinn to .lppt>,11 esthcti ally to ml n, o plea c don't fault me for vi iting 
your t=~t<1blishm •nt, M, dam." 
1h' Madam was about to spe, k, but th wagon jolt d to a top ju t th n. I think sh was having 
a hard struggle to find, short way to tell th Mini. ter whL t sh felt about his quaint belief . 
The r ar door swing open. The ski are now aark and cloudy. The blue-serged officers herd us 
through the station parking lot around blue and white cars topped with sirens. The girls are led in 
front of me, silk draping defiantly, . ,1shaying. They are filed into a different section of the station, 
and I watch them , .ilk down another conrrete hcillway. I guess that's the last I'll see of their tales, 
at 1 ast until the bc1il bondsman ~ets hc•re. 
Rick Roush 
Solstice 
till of winter' 
dawn: a fore t 
trimmed with hoarfro t, 
all its limbs soft 
as a young deer's 
v !vet antler . 
Michael L. Johnson 
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State of the Art 
modern modern poetry j.., l'<l-.Y, 
anyone can writl' 
it. 
you just play cumming~ 
and use i or get 
obs ene, cynical, 
or mourn lw,1t1. d minoriti1.• 
or •lcbrttte Zl'n flo\\l'l s 
or doggy dung, 
only do it in 
a re.11ly po •tic w<1y. 
T1y to sound real bardic 
hke Ginsberg or real chi · 
like Bly or literary and 
throw in some Ferlinghetti 
sauce if it uits our t.1ste 
although Dickey cancer and 
war poems are he.wy . 
Read poetry milgazine 
and try to be genuine or 







memorize names of writers 
and move to new york 
such a deep city 
a cultural mecca 
or maybe a farm if 
you are e.uthy and hip, 
leftover from the !->ixlies. 
it's really e, sy since 
everything is relc1tiv( 
and that's absolutely 
right. 
everything is relative 
so your poems ar~ as good as an one's 
and just as important and nnyune 
who says ditferent 1s n ,wthorit.irian 
pig and hasn't really grasped Hegel 
or other thinkers, stinkers, and 
little eye winkers who write 
for scholars. They're in it for 
the dollars. 
And the shine, radiating from behind 
like sunrays bursting from cartoon heads. 
Oh so enigmatic. 
D. Michael Sullivan 
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, 
Green Elysium: A Translation 
from Theodor Daubler 
The plants teach us how easily the heathens die. 
These delicate things tender us their hand, a leaf. 
How cold you are! Do you intend to court my fire? 
Breathe your last in green: my rays too are growing weak! 
The dead come together in the bees' pious still. 
How blest each bush remains, resigned to its own place. 
How that leaf is waiting: no breath, no will to stir! 
And yet-a golden arrival gathers sweet peace. 
How splendidly men die into their sentiments! 
The soul would yield to the leaves of a fairy tale. 
We must encrust misgivings with accomplishments, 
till the flowers of fulfillment rise in a spell. 
How simply all of the evolutions occur: 
I die, truly die into my imminent nature! 
We linger not, for we already pre-endure. 
Refuge is within: there never was a future! 
Michael L. Johnson 
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The Jungles of Care 
the jungles of care 
are the playgrounds of love 
my children daily 
encounter a man eater 
i am its deep root 
and its closure 
my sigh of despair 




Face to face 
searching eyes 
fears that hold our tongues 
hurts from other love 





The Voltage Shifts 
The voltage shifts 
and an imitation Hart Crane poem 
develops in the mi t. 
Tugboat captains 
blow their thin horns 
for matins. 
An aphasic 
lies in bed. His moist lungs 
prophecy of a coming comet. 
Clouds move across the sky. 
Old men sleep 
in musty beds, dreaming dreams 
only they can understand. 
In the distance 
the sun fall 
behind the blue hill. 
SW Bliss 
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Looking Over the Edge 
lt doesn't bother me 
to walk on the dam. 
Even though a flash flood 
may crash down the canyon 
and wipe us away 
or a tiny leak may crack bigger, 
and the dam collapse 
like a tiger in a pit. 
When I was little, 
my family came here. 
What does it look like 
over the edge? 
Dad grabbed me under the arms, 
leaned me over the edge. 
Driftwood tapped against the side, 
duck feathers clung to a dead carp. 
The overflow ~hot out 
in a rainbow ar , 
belly-tlopped th fl\' l't. 
Dad pushed, re-grabbed, 
laughed at hi~ jokl, 




I'm riding on a hor e 
that has elongated legs 
in my saddlebags 
every hair on your head 
is inside a separate envelope. 
The wind is purling like water. 
The air is grease and gravy. 
Pythons are swinging from trees 
they want to greet people 
and shake their hips 
they want to be ostentatious 
they want to deliver the mail. 
Behind me on a cobweb horse 
a man named Leo apprehends me 
his whole face is made of gauze 
and I keep throwing darts 
into his eyeballs. 
I keep striking him 
with an orotund bullwhip 
I curse him in a straight line. 
I pull my horse's surcingle 
and ascend into blindfolded clouds. 
A bald eagle with a bullet 
through its head 
sits on a couple of grenades 
and talks to the vultures 
in a dogged glossolalia. 
They don't care to leave the mountain. 
They want to guard their treasures 
and bum bridges 
they want to be lantemjawed. 
They want to deliver the mail. 
jerry williams 
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lliusions of Janus 
When I was a child; 
Knights came from aerial castles · 
mounted on full-moon stallions 
Prancing through the star rain 
To seek the nudred stroked gold 
Of the secret barefoot princess. 
My believing made it so. 
Yet from the future gravestones 
The skeletal knights will come 
Riding pale gaunt geldings 
Silently through endless shadows, 
Seeking silver, not gold. 
And captives, not wives. 
My believing makes it so. 
LaDonna Price 
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The Singer's Stake 
She shares the hunter' st ,1k. 
The singer's skill brings me-it. 
h blows t<1min • ,m-., throu 1 h the wind's high mouth. 
ht.' kiss •s his nm nb .md c, lb through hi halls. 
11 • brt.•,,tht•s on lwr body ,md blows through her bont.•s. 
l It: toucht.•s his son, hl'r ki ~king chdJ. 
h frames blankets again!:->t th cold over th child. 
Winter and famine dry the steak 
to rawhide and shl' gnaws bones. 
Her di tant kinsmen cannot share their meat 
with her in the cold clan halls. 
She puts a honeyed rag in her hungry child' mouth. 
Her spirit searche for the tunnel mouth 
to the wind' hou e. "You do not help your child," 
she calls and wander in the wind' calm hall. 
She finds the wrapped package, steak 
for her and their on. She returns with the meat 
and scrapes it from the bones. 
She chops these scrap-. for her son and sucks the bones. 
Twice every moon, the wind's meat feeds their son's growing mouth. 
He grow and learns to hunt. She dries the meat 
saved from his kill. He is no longer a child 
and she shares hi steak. 
Her kin men come to feast in horn-decked halls. 
Children's laughter rings her halls. 
She grind and catters feast bones 
in her garden. Ther i · plenty of ste«k 
dried in the h d, and her grandson's mouth 
to feed. The sun's daughter nurses the child; 
the wind' son proudly brings home meat. 
She is old and has no teeth for meat 
shared with kin men in the feast halls. 
Her grandson is no longer a child. 
The singer now only sucks bones. 
The wind whispers and kisses her mouth. 
He call her home. He will feed her steak. 
She shares steak with her husband and scrapes the bones for meat, 
kissing the wind's mouth, adorning his halls 
with horn and bones, gifts from their great-grandchildren. 
Carolyn S. Kawecka 
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Spiders 
Day by day the spiders crawl, 
each one ceaseless, spinning 
each a life, a circle closed, 
spun of hope, desiring. 
Strands attach, plans to acts, 
all is action and emotion day by day. 
But by night the webs grow dim, 
the bright roof darkens and di solves 
revealing the black, overarching void, 
filled at life's-lengths with the stars , 
bright silent witnesses to what we are . 
Void dissolve the rim; 
and all those far-flung uns 
lift our ey sand make us one. 
Michael John Holloran 
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Factions 
Just suppose-and it is a big suppose­
We were made of stone, the rocks of flesh, 
All of our psychic oppressions transferred, 
The rocks quivering with love, hate, beauty, truth. 
You t:ould get grit, a cinder in your eye, 
A sharp, chipped-off lash on the hard, smooth ball, 
And never smart, blink, or run foolish tears: 
You could look at the bright sun all day long. 
Perhaps a remaining voluptuous pleasure: 
To fall on rocks and hurt them for a change, 
The last nerve of the human hidden somewhere, 
This desire to be revenged for a skinned knee; 
Otherwise, the rocks would be accountable-­
We could stand among them, eternal figures, 
Let them ask for a drink of water, 
Let them feel the surge of sexual assault. 
The trouble might be in that hidden nerve: 
We might go around smashing, smashing rocks 
As if we wanted more than justice-more-
l have seen some marble-looking people 
Sitting in the sunrise with hands like hammers, 
Surging, hitting toward the remembered flesh, 
Reeling against soft statues which hold their hearts, 
Wanting to be hard and yet have everything. 
Charles Edward Eaton 
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